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Abstract:
LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave observatory) is a ioint oroiect of the california lnstitute

of Technology and the lvlassachusens Institute of Technology fund;d by the National Science Foundation'

The project is designed to detect gravitational waves frorn astoPhysical sources such as supernova and

black holes. The LIGO prclect co;structed observatories at t*o silis in the U'S' Each site includes two

beam tubes (each 4 km long) joined to form an "L'' shape The beam tube is a I 25 m diameter 304L

stainless steel, ultta high 'ra"rrum tube that will operata at .tX10-e torr or better' Th€ b"T 
,t:lt-:*

manufacturedusingacustomspiralweldtubemillfrommaterialprccessedtoreducetheoutgasslngrate
in order to minimlze pumprni costs The integriry of che beam tube was assured by Helium Mass

Specuometer (I!\!S) leak ".ai.S "Jt *tpon"it of-th" b"ot.'ubt system Prior to installation' Each 2

kilometer long, isolatable beam h:be module was then leak tested after completion'

This paper discusses the leak detection Procedures used to test the 16 km of l'25 m diameter I-II{V beam

tube used in the LIGO Prcject. The beam tube was lerk lested in four stePs including:

. Leak testing fabricated 20 rn long tube sections

. Local leak testing of 250 mm diameter valves and valve nozzles

. Leak testing circumferential welds joining tube sections together

. Final leak testing of the installed 2 km long berm ube modules'

The component leak tesdng ,n"tua.a AOO tuf,e sections (20 m lone)' 808 circumferential welds and 7?

valved nozzles. Each component was tested to a sensitivity of better-than 1X10 
-10 atm. ccl sec of helium'

Theleaktestof the2kmlongbesmtubenroduleswou]dhavebeenexremelydj f f icu] tandexpensive
using standard helium leak oetiction techniques' Therefore, a method was developed utilizing a Residual

Gas Analyzer (RGA) to measu,e th" leak tigbtness of $e berm lube module Another method was

developed to locate leaks from th" p,."ot" g-^litnt' in the beam tube using nine RGAS distributed along

the length of tbe beam tube.

Project Background:

The LIGO (Laser Inrert'erometer Gravitational-wave

Observatory) Proje:t '; mission is to detect

gravitational waves from astroPhysical sources sucll

o, o sop"tnouo or the formadon of black holes' Two

LIGO sites have been constructed in the U S" one

near Richland, Washington on the Hanford

Reservation and another at Livingston. Louisianr'

The initial detectors are cunently being installed xnd

commissioned and the entire system is planned to be

operating rt design sensitivity by 2002

At each site the beam tubes have r diometer of 1 25 m

and are configured cs an "U'with 4 km long arms'

The tube alo'ng each arm is divided into 2 tm

isolalable beam tube modules The enhre Pro1ect

required 16 km of beam tube' The tubes are covered



with an arch shaped concrete cover to Protect them

from the environment and to reduce their wind driven

motion. A view of the Hanford facility is provided in
Figure l.

The concept of the LIGO detector is to sense the

distortions of space induced by incoming

gnvitational waves with laser interferomefy between

suspended mirrors (test masses). The test mitsses are

placed in vacuum chambers at the vertex and ends of

the "L". The gravitational wave will shorten the time

it takes light to travel between test masses along one

arm of the "L" while lengthening the time in the other

arm. The difference in travel time aloBg the arms is
proportional to the strength of the -rravitational wave.

Laser light erters the system at the vertex of the L and

is split between the two atms. After travelsing ihe

arms multiple times by bouncing between the test

masses, the beams are recombined at the vertex to

mersure the difference in travel time.

The changes in length of the 4 km arms due to

gravitational waves of astrophysical origio are

expected to be less than 10-" meters so that

signiicant effort is required lo minimize the

perturbations on $e Lest masses from seismic and

thermally induced (Brownian) motion. In order to

sense such smail motions, the lasel beams must

propagate in a good vacuum and the effect ol Iight

scattering from the beam tube walls needs to be

controlled. The outgassing of the beam tube mrteri l l

and the baffling sbatesy as well as the suface

reatment of the beam tubes is determined by the goal

of accommodaling future interferomerers operating at

the quantum limit.

The two sites will operate in coincidence, exPloiting

the prop€rty that a gravitational wrve from an

astrophysical event will diston the sPace aimost

simultaneously at tbe two sites' while most of the

perturbing noise is uncorrelated The LIGO detectors

will comprise one element of a worldrvide network ot

detectors with additional sites in Italy' Germany,

Japan and Axtralia. The network, using the slight

variarions in the arrivat time of the waves over the

Errth, will determine the Position of the sources in

the sk-v.

The tubes are rnanufactured of 3 mm thick' 304 L

stainless steel coils, specially treated to reduce

hydrogen outg:ssing to " trte of lXl0'rr ton l irer /

sec cm: or less. During oPeration, the beam tubes

will be evacuated to a Panial pressure of lX10 ' ton

of Hydrogen and l/10 of this partial pressure for

water, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide to

minimize the propagarion time fluctuations due to

molecular density fluctuations in the laser beam.

A custom designed tube mill was used to manufacture

the specially treatcd stainless steel coil naterial into

20 m long spiral welded tube secdo$. External

stainless steel stiffeners were welded to the beam tube

sections at 0.75 m intervals along the tube length to

resist buckling due to the extemal pressure. A

bellows was added to half of the beam tube sections

to allow for tube length changes when the system rs

baked out and ro accommodate daily and seasonal

temperaure variations About i07o of the tube

secdons were also provided with a ?50 rtm Port and

high vacuum valve. The valves are locaEd about

every 250 m along the beam tube modules for

diagnostic purposes and as pump ports for the syslem

bakeout- The beam tube sections were then welded at

the site into the 2 km b€am tube modules with 44 inch

(1t20 rnrn) diameter high vacuum valves at ecch

module end. A photo of the beam tube module

providing there are no leaks, . 
the gas load is

determined entirely by the outgassins of the material.

The aim is to achieve the required pressures by end

Fisure 1 Aerial view of the LIGO site at Richland,
Washington

Figure 2 Berm tube module assemblY

The beam tubes are passive comPonents and,



pumping only to minimize the pumping costs The

outgassing by water vapor and hydrocarbons is

reduced by a factor of at least a 1000 by a 30 day

bake at 168C. The outgassing of hydrogen is

unaffected by the low ternperature bake and is

reduced by processing the stainless steel at 444C in a

low humidity atnosPhere for 36 hours while still in

the form of coils prior to fabricating the ube scctions'

Coupon tests weie performed to establish the low

hydrogen outgassing of each coil of steel used in

taUricating the tube. The welding of the tube was

crrried out in r low humidiry purge to reduce the

reintoduction of hydrogen by the dissociation of

water during the heating

Mrintaining a roul lerk rate of lXI0 e Std cc / sec or

less in a 2 km module was considered an extemely

difficult task unless a systematic aPProach was taken

to the leak testing. The decision was made to leak test

each componentlto befter than lXloro Std' cc / sec '

prior to installatior into the beam nrbe module' A

irnal leak test was then performed to confrm that the

module in its €ntirety met the required leak rate' The

16 km.of beam lube contained over 70 km of weld'

divided into 800 tube sections' each needing to be

leak tesied. Leak tests were also required of the 808

field w;ided circumferential joints and the 72 Ports
and valves.

The leak testing of components had to be done in a

timely. manner to be economical and to prevent

delaying the installation' It was essential that the

component leak testing activities be oPerated on an

efficienr, production line basis

Visual Inspection and Repair of Welding

The initirl weld quality res! was a visual insPection by

a weld supervisor of every inch of both weld passes'

inside ani out. The weld supervisors were highly

uained in the art of automatic and manual welding

and visual inspection of the finished weld All

questionable ar€as of lhe rveld we.re rewelded prior to

any leak test activity.

The rate of tube repairs or "pick-ups" detected by

visual inspection slowly improved throughout the

project. Some of the early tubes at Harford had as

mrny as twenty to forty pick-ups while the Livingston

iob iite produced 50 of its 400 tubes which were

cornpteteiy free of pick-ups. The majority of these

oick-ugs were small weid defects or areas ot concem

resulting from weld starts and stops or other welding

abnormalities-

Leak Testing Tube Sections

A sensitive leak test (less than tXlO-ro std' cc /sec of

He) was performed on each 20 m long tube secdon

The tube section leok test was accomPlished in a

separate leak detection room housing thlee identical

test stations. The leak test was accomplished by

machining the ends of the tube section (required for

*"f,firg "-"a alignment as well as leak testing) and

serlinithe rubeietween the two end heads' Seds

*.r" i buu gasket and an outer O-ring at each end'

with a niEogin purged annulus between' One of the

end head asiembliei contained the calibrrted helium

leak and the other end head assembly contained the

oumoing and leak derecrion systems Pdor to testrng'

u Utind-fl.nee was insnlled on the tube sections

having a 250 mm Port.

The pumping of the rube was accomplished using a

uuru.la una iN, rapped 20 inch diamecer difftaion

pumD backed by a rotary vane roughing pump The

iretium mass spectrometer leak detector (HMS) was

connected to the foreline of the diffrxion pumP suc-l

that either the main roughing pump' or a very smalr

tountti"n *rnp, or the I{Ir4S could back rhe diffrrsion

purip. i,'non-sitlcon diffusion PumP oil (Santovac

idii* "ttor"n to permit easier cleaning of the tube if

a backstreaming episode resulted ftom an equipmert

i"il;; ;. op"rioi "tto.' See ltgure 3 for the tube

section PumPing system.

Figure 3 Tube section leak test apparatus pumping

system

A ciam shell tyPe outer vessel enclosed the enure

itu" oia *"t tJ"o to the tube at the ends of the tube

t..ii"" f" this manner, the tube section could be

."r."^i"O and the clam shell outer vessel' which

comolerely surrounded the beem tube sectlon'

rr-,lo"i i space which could be flooded wirh helium

i" o"ri"rrn J"u""a' rype Is{S leak test A view of



the tube section leak test facility is provided in Figure
4.

Figure 4 Tube sectioE leak t€6t facility

A major issue which drove the design of the tube
section Ieak test apparatus was to prevent the build up
of helium background in the testing room which can
migate to the HMS via the pump exhaust system.
The second issue was to be aware that leak testing
and leak hunting are time consuming and cosdy.
Therefore, everything that could be done to prcveDt
Ieaks, the false indication of lerks and helium
satuation of the HMS units was essential to the
economic success ofthe project,

The clam shell outer vessel was sealed along all joints

to prevent leakage of helium. It was provided with a
roughing pump used first to evacuate the outer vessel
prior to a back hll with helium and secondly (after the
leak test), to evacuate the helium ftom the outer
vessel and exhaust the helium outside of the building-

A separate IryAC system was installed in the nrbe
section leak detection room. The IIVAC system was
fed with fresh air drawn ftom outside of the building
to minimize the helium background within the room.
The outside air was required due to the use of helium
in the welding processes, which were performed in
different sections of the fabrication building. In
addition, a sepamte small rcom was erected adjacent
to the leak detection room, housing the three HIvIS
leak detectors. This room was also equipped wirh a
separate HVAC system, with outside makeup air to
minimize backstreaming of helium into the leak
detectors.

The leak detector rvas equipped with a manual zero
adjustment rvhich was used to zeto the indicated
helium backeround within the test volume in order to
be rble to measue the sensidve helium leak rate
wit.hin a reasonable amouat of time. Testin-s
indicated thar helium backsrounds as hieh as the low

to mid I0'3 std cclsec of helium could be manually
zeroed from the leak detector wi$out effecting the
sensitivity of the leak test. This was reconfirmed
throughout the project by performine calibrations
before and after every test.

Several steps were taken to ensure that ln accurate
leak test was performed. One of these steps was lo
locate a calibrated heliurn leak (low l0r0 Std. cc /

sec. leak rate) on the opposite end of the tube from
the pumping and leak detection systems. This
allorved the measure of fue system sensitivity as
opposed to machine sensitiviry, which is measured if
the calibrated leak is piaced directly on the I&IS.
Wirh large pumping volumes or high helium

backgrounds, the true system sensitivity will be much
less than the machine sensitivity. CB&I has utilized
this principal on all of their large volume leak resting
projects for structures such as vacuum insulated
spheres for the storage of various cryogens, sPace
simulation chambers and a project which involved
1000 feet of24 inch diameter high vacuum tube.

Another accuracy check was the use of an instrument
to measure the concentration of helium u/ithin lhe
outer vessel. The measured value of the helium
concentratjon was then used in the equatron to

determine the actual leik rate.

It was essential, in ordet to maintain a Production line

type leak testing program, to prctect the HMS units

from as much contamination as possible. A LN2 trap
was provided on the inlet of the leak detectors to

minimize contamination from the uncleaned beam
tube sections (testing was performed prior to cleaning
to elimioate the possibility of the cleaning water

temporarily sealing a tiny leak). The leak detectors
were also isolated from the pumping system for the

majoriry lf the time and connected to the systerr orly

immediately betbre tbe test. At all other times, the

diffusion pump was backed by one of the roughing
pumPs.

The duration oi a beam tube section tesl including
pumpdorvn of the berm tube section, could be as

much as I hours (or. more commonly, overnighr
pumpdown with cbout a one hour test duration). It

was therefore essential to the schedule that repect

tests were not required. A pre-test and post test

calibration procedure was initiated in ordel to ensure
that the accuracy oi the test was confirmed and that

failed equipmenr could be identified and moved
^ fl-l i  ̂ - '^.1 .-^"i.^/l



The initial goal of the tube section leak test faciliry

was to complete two tube section lerk tests per day

with the tluee leak test stations. The third tube

section leak test station was envisioned to be utilized

for leak hunting. Fortunately, no leaks were found in

the beam tube sections and the third station was used

continuously to increase the frequency of tube section

tests. The ube section leak test facility was

eventually capable of a maximum sustainable
productivity of5 tube section leak tests Per day. This

rate utilized a two man crerv for one 10 hour shift per

day.

Valve and Port Tests

The welding of che 250 nm Ports to the beam tube

sectio[s were checked during the rube section test'

However, the high vacuum valve and its flange

connection to the port were iested in a separate test.

The valve and flange leak tightness was demonstrated

by kaditional bagging (Hood Test) technique. The

pon was sealed by a custom made plug on the

inboard end of the port where it anached to the beam

tube. This plug sealed against the inside of the port

nozzle neck and was Provided with a calibrated leak

and a helium feed connection. The pumping system

and HMS were attached to a port in the blind flange

on the oBtboard end of the valve. The leak test

started with the valve open and the entire valve/Port

assembly under vacuum from the inboard Plug to the

outboard blind flange. A Pre-test calibration was

accompLished using the crlibrated leak on dre inboard
plug. The flange connections and valve were leak

checked by bagging the endre outside of the

valve/port assembly and injecting helium into the bag.

The valve was then closed and the inboard side of the

valve was backfilled with helium though the plug

helium connection. Using this technique, the valve

was leak tested "the hard way" with vacuum trylng lo

force the valve disk arvay from the sealing surface.

This is the most severe method of leak testing a high

vacuum valve. Helium concenfation in the bag and

behind the vrlve disk was determined by measuring

the oxygen concentration. Leak rale calculadons
were co[ected for the he]iurn concenlrrtion. See

fisure 5

Tube Section to Tube Section Circumferential
Weld Tests

The last group of welds, which had to be tested Prior
to the final Inodule l"uk t"tt' were the circumferential
welds between nrbe secdons. As soon as a tube

section was set in Place during irstallatioD, it was

orovided with an inidal atignment and then welded to

rhe orecedine tube section. The weld was then tested

as a part of tie tube section installadon Procedule'

The leak testing hardware consisted of two 180"

vacuum channels which were hooked together to

covet the full 360' circumferential weld' This

vacuum channel was sealed to the outside of the beam

tube and evacuated with a small turbomolecular pump

and roughing Pump combination. An LNz traPPed

IDIS wis used, after isolation of the turbomolecular
and roughing pump combination, during the le* test'

An elasiomeiii ring was installed on the inside of the

beam lube at the circumferential weld such that th€

space between thE ring and the inside of the beam

tube could be filled with helium. The leak test was a

local, sensitive test ard proved a leak mte of lXl0'10

std. cc / sec of helium or less. See Figure 6 for r view

of the leak test vacuum channel.

Figure 5 Valve and port leak test apparatus



Figure 6 Leak test channel for circuEferential tube
welds

A number of different designs were tried for the
vacuum channel and its serl to the outside of the
berm tube. It was found that the simplest and most
economical method was to use an electrical duct
sealing putty to provide the seal between the vacuum

channel and the beam tube. This manual installation
of the "Duct Seal" putty was found to be quick,
economical and provided the sealing capabilities that
a sjngle elastomeric seal could not. Since the HMS
was used only a shon amount of time and was

supplied with an LNl trap, the ID{S did tol become
conrrminated by rhe oils in the putty.

Beam Tube Nlodule Final Leak Test

The leak test of the entire 2 km beam Lube modules
would have been djfficult and expenstve usrng
standrrd HMS techniques to ptove a leak rrte of
lxl0-'std. cc / sec ofhelium or less-
The method we adopted was to perform a leak assay

by an accumulation in an entire module and analyze

the residual gas spectrum for an air signature. The air

signature is derermined from the residual gas

spectrum by solving for the amount of nitrogen.

oxygen and argon in a fit to a model for the gases

represented in the tube. The cracking Pattems for the

significant gases in the tube werc measuled by

crlibration with those gases (i.e., Hr, NQ, CO. CO:

and Ct{a). The test sensitivity of the air signature was

confirmed by direct injection of a known air leak into

the tube during a separate accumulation test. A

computer program was written to use the RGA outPut

for 42 AMU values to solve the overdetermined set of

simulrrneous equ3tions for 20 model grses by chir

minimization. The minimization was iterated by small
variations in the cracking Pattems for gases that had

not been measued directly until an nccePtable chi'

was obtained given the errors in the input RGA

sPecrrum
This approach was fiIst tested in 1l995 during CB&I's

qualificatior test project in which 140 ft of the tube

was assembled and tested by CB&I at it's Plainfield'

Illinois facility. The result of this test proved that the

approach was reasonable and much mote economical

than a standard helium leak test Program. The RGA

used was equipped with a 90' SEM (secondary

electron rnultiplier) and ion count€r options to obtain

improved sensitiyity and accuracy.

The qualification test program in 1995 was evaluated

by scaling from 140 ft of tube to 2 km and it was

determined that pdor to module bakeout' an

quantiialive RGA leak test Progam would place

uoner bound limits of the beam tube module leak rate

oilxto't Sta. cc / sec of air. After module bakeout,

*re RGA lerk test prosnm would place the upper

bound lirnit of the leak rate at lX10-" std. cc / sec of

air.

Beam Tube llodule Final Leak Hunting

Leak hunting in a two km beam tube module would

have been very difficult without a method of

localizing the source of the leak to a small search

area. Although nevet used, it was determined that a

leak could be localized by utilizing a number of

RGAs, which were spaced along tbe length of the

beam tube module. The RGA calibrrtion data was

required to equalize the signals from each RGA The

source of the lerk could then be localized by plotting

rhe strength of the air sigflr lure indication at each

RGA rgainst irs position along the tube length lt was

estimat6d that a leck could have been locelized. usins

9 RGAS rlong the length of the 2 km beam lube

module. ro a tube length of few meters for a leak as

large as 10'6 ton liters/sec or to within a 100 meters

for a I0-E ton liter/sec leak. The merhod used an

algorithm to fit the model pressure profile for a leak

by chil minimization to the aia signature dsta ai exch
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RGA derived from the RGA sP€ctra by melhods

similar to those described in the section on the leak

ssay. The method could have separrted the location

of three leaks of comparrble size' After localizadon

of the leak, standard detection methods would have

been employed to hnd the precise location of rhe leak

for subsequent rePair.

Project Results and Conclusions

The component Ieak testing facilities developed for

this project worked well in a production line mode of

on"ration. Component leak testing revealed a number

oi Ieaks in the hieh vacuum valves and a few CF type

flange leaks due to assembly errors' However' of.the

1680 sensitive componenl leak tests ( tyPlcal

,.*i,iulti.* U.,*""n mid 10-r I and mid 10-l: std' cc /

sec ofhelium), there were no weld leaks' This was an

amazing result. rePresenting a zero failure rrte in the

70+ km- of weld pioduced for this project' The weld

supervisors who inspected every inch of those 70+

km miles of rl€ld caught every possible area of

defecrive weld and performed high qualiry repairs on

the questionable weiding prior to the leak tests' This

accomplishment is a testimony to the qualiry of the

visual inspection and is suPported by the completed

module leak tests.

A major rerson for this success was that the welding

technology and the weld procedures were well

researched and tested prior to the start of Production'
Another significant reason is that the project staff

vie"led leak prevention as one of the key issues to the

success or failure of the project This was exhibited

throughout the entire manufacturing and installation

crew 
-as 

a team objective, with dedicrtion to a quality

product.

As a result of outgassing from Viton O-dngs in the

1l?0 mm module isolation valves and the 250 rnm

diasnostics valves, the leak rate of the comPlercd

molules could not be determined p ot to the bake-

out to a value better than approximately 3 Xlo-' srd'

cc / sec of air. The limit had been Prevrously

estimated at lX10 s std. cc / sec of air for an all-metal

syslem such as used in the qualification test The

riducriorgn sensitiviry wcs due to the adsorption of

air by ffin. The pori-b"k" out leak raie' diiiermined

by rhe LIGO project leam. for all modules baked out

ana teat t stea ro aale is less than lX10-10 std cc / sec

of air.

The basic conclusions drarvn fiom rhis project as well

as the many years of exPerience developed by CB&I

is that it is it pays to spend money up front to preverl

leaks and to ensure that the leak testlng Progtam ls

accurate and sensitive. The leak Prevention sctivities

include adequate study of the weld engineering and

weld inspection either through visual or NDE

techniques. The leak test Program accuracy ano

sensitivitv issues include control of helium

background, control of the HNIS contamination'

*"ur'*"t.n, of the helium concenErtioN in a HMS

iest and frequent measurement of test sensitivity'

Leak hunting costs would be far in excess of oormal

leak prevendon costs.

The other conclusion drawn from this project is that

vacuum structules that are too large to be

economically leak tested by Eaditional HMS

techniques can be leak tested using residual gas

analysis techniques.
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